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Background:
Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR-) T cells are designed to exploit the intrinsic cytotoxic function of T
cells whilst manipulating specificity by expressing an antigen-specific receptor and cytoplasmic
activation domain. Such cells have recently revealed remarkable clinical success with multiple studies
reporting the ability to unburden CD19+ malignancies (1). However, transitioning this technology to
the treatment of solid tumours is a recognised hurdle in the field (2,3). Additionally, disease relapse
has been observed in a limited number of clinical cases suggesting that these CAR-T cells do not have
the ability to eliminate the small subset of cells known as cancer initiating cells or cancer stem cells
(CSCs).
Currently, two models of carcinogenesis have been proposed (Figure 1). The Clonal Evolution model
suggests all cells have the potential to generate cancer growth (4). In contrast, the Hierarchical Model
attributes tumorigenic capacity to a small subset of cells from which the tumour bulk is derived; a
thesis which is consistent with the presence of CSCs (5,6). CSCs are a highly tumorigenic, aggressive
sub-population of cancer cells that exhibit progenitor behaviour and give rise to heterogeneous
populations. They demonstrate decreased sensitivity to ionising radiation (7) and the cytotoxic effects
of chemotherapeutic compounds with evidence showing systemic treatment leads to CSC enrichment
(8).

Figure 1: Two proposed models of tumorigenesis
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A) The Clonal Evolution Model depicts all cells with the ability to generate cancer growth.
B) The Hierarchical Model contributes cancer growth to a small subset of cells from which the
tumour bulk is derived. This model is consistent with the presence of cancer stem cells (CSCs).
CSCs have been isolated and characterised in a number of leukemic and solid-carcinomas however,
disease relapse resulting in mortality remains a significant clinical problem. Therapeutic methods
currently implemented in the treatment of a variety of cancers include surgical resection, chemo- and
radiotherapy and hormonal ablation either in isolation or in combination. Current drug-related
treatments facilitate the eradication of rapidly proliferating tumour cells ultimately de-bulking the
tumour mass, however these approaches invariably leave behind treatment resistant cells (i.e. CSCs).
This is because CSCs are commonly characterised as being a slow growing, quiescent cell able to evade
therapies that require rapid cellular proliferation to be effective, ultimately resulting in disease
recurrence despite a decrease in tumour burden. Although the radio- and chemotherapy resistance
of CSCs is in contrast to the initial efficacy observed with these common treatment modalities, CSCtailored therapies may provide a novel mechanism to eradicate disease.
A logical approach would be to use the sophisticated specificity of immunotherapy to target surface
membrane antigens present on the CSC, negating the need for the cancer cell to be proliferating for
killing efficacy. To date, however, data demonstrating the ability for immunotherapies to eliminate
this important cellular sub-population is lacking.
Aim:
This project will aim to phenotypically and functionally characterise CSCs from multiple cancer
indications including ovarian, gastric and cutaneous T cell lymphoma and demonstrate the ability of
CAR-T cells to effectively eliminate these cells in vitro and in vivo.
Proposed project outline:
Pre-clinical studies conducted by Cartherics to date have demonstrated that CAR-T cells possess the
ability to effectively eliminate cancer cell lines in vitro. In addition, these CAR-T cells have the ability
to de-bulk tumour mass and significantly delay tumour regression in cell line derived xenograft models
in vivo. However, cell lines are relatively homogenous and may not accurately represent the
heterogeneous cross-section of cells within a tumour and the related microenvironment. It is
therefore vital to understand the ability of CAR-T to eliminate various cancer cell subpopulations
expressing variable levels of the nominal target antigen(s) with a particular focus on the CSC
subpopulation. Embedded within this, there are three main questions to be addressed:
1. How can we characterise CSCs?
There is an increasing body of evidence which indicates a suite of surface markers are able to
characterise the CSC subpopulation in a number of cancer indications. Initial experiments would
involve isolating cells bearing the CSC phenotype and functionally testing their ‘stem-like’ properties
via colony forming assays in vitro and tumorigenic assays in vivo.
2. What cellular subpopulations express our cancer antigen of interest?
CSCs functionally confirmed in Question 1 would be characterised by flow cytometry for the coexpression of the relevant CSC marker in conjunction with expression of our cancer antigen of interest.
The non-CSC compartment would also be characterised for cancer antigen expression.
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3. Can CAR-T cells circumvent disease relapse via the elimination of CSCs in vivo?
It is speculated that CSCs reside within niches formed to large a degree from tumour associated
stromal cells, which play a physical and immunosuppressive role in protecting this subpopulation from
current therapy modalities. It will therefore be vital to demonstrate that CAR-T mediated elimination
of CSCs demonstrated in vitro translates to the ability to eliminate CSCs in vivo where cells will be
protected by these niche components. In addition, removal of the CSC compartment will translate to
reduced disease recurrence and increased overall survival.
At the conclusion of this project, you will have successfully characterised the CSC subpopulation in
select cancer indications and demonstrated that CAR-Ts are able to completely eliminate these cells
both in vitro and in vivo.
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